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Abstract
Since the early 1990s, there have been several attempts to secure 
the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). The third 
version of the protocol, published as full standard in 2002, 
introduced the User-based Security Model (USM), which comes 
with its own user and key-management infrastructure. Since then, 
network operators have reported that deploying another user and 
key management infrastructure to secure SNMP is expensive 
and a reason to not deploy SNMPv3. This paper describes Error 
Management Utility( EMU) is an addin or added feature utility 
used by (NMS) is a component of  An SNMP-managed network , 
which are used to create and apply automatic error fixing, increases 
the performance of SNMP. We follow the previous work nature 
of describes how existing security protocols operating above the 
transport layer and below application protocols can be used to 
secure SNMP. These protocols can take advantage of already 
deployed key management infrastructures that are used for other 
network management interfaces and hence their use can reduce 
the operational costs associated with securing SNMP. Our main 
contribution is a detailed performance analysis of a prototype 
implementation, comparing the performance of SNMPv3 over 
SSH, TLS, and DTLS with other versions of SNMP. We also 
discuss the differences between the various options to secure 
SNMP and provide guidelines for choosing solutions to implement 
or deploy.
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I. Introduction
NETWORK devices maintain large amounts of management data 
including configuration information, operational state obtained 
from control protocols and the operation of the network, and 
statistics describing the behavior of the devices and the network. 
Management data can provide insights as to how a network 
is performing or which abnormal events have been observed. 
Moreover, management data can be used to understand how a 
device is configured and to change the configuration of a device. 
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [1] allows for 
management data to be collected from remote devices, for devices 
to be configured remotely, and it supports the dissemination of 
event notifications. Since it’s first publication in August 1988, 
it has been widely used to manage and monitor networks. The 
first version of SNMP (SNMPv1) did not provide cryptographic 
security and hence it was open to many simple attacks. version 2c 
(SNMPv2c), which is as insecure as SNMPv1. The third version 
(SNMPv3), published in the late 1990s, added strong cryptographic 
security to the previous versions of the protocol by introducing a 
well defined extensible architecture and the User-based Security 
Model (USM) [2]. The USM was designed to work independent of 
other existing security infrastructures, to ensure it could function 
when third party authentication services are not available, such 
as in a broken network. As a result, USM utilizes a separate user 
and key management infrastructure. After publication of SNMPv3 
and USM as Internet standards, network operators have reported 

that deploying another user and key management infrastructure 
introduces significant operational costs and hence the USM design 
is a reason for not deploying SNMPv3. To address this issue, we 
describe several security solutions for SNMP[a]. 
The Integrated Security Model for SNMP (ISMS) working group 
of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has been chartered 
in 2006 to standardize the extensions of SNMP needed to support 
secure transport protocols. While SSH was chosen by the ISMS 
working group as the first standards track secure transport for 
SNMP, it was clear that other secure transport protocols providing 
similar security services (e.g.,TLS) can be used as well. The 
consensus to select SSH in the IETF was rough and not based on a 
detailed analysis of the performance aspects of the various options 
and how they compare to the existing SNMPv3/USM standard. 
Meanwhile, the ISMS working group did also standardize SNMP 
over TLS and DTLS [6].
This paper provides a detailed performance analysis of SNMP 
using the proposed approach using Error Management Utility 
(EMU) for automatically fixing predefined error fixes without 
interaction of user.EMU is an is a addin or added feature utility 
used  in the  Network Management System (NMS) which focusing 
on monitoring complete system work session. Our analysis 
addresses the question for which applications the various secure 
transports perform well and which features of the secure transports 
significantly impact the performance of
the different solutions.

Fig. 1. Structure of an SNMP Entity According to the SNMPv3 
Architecture

II. Related Works

A. SNMP Architecture
The SNMP architecture defined in [7] and extended in[8] has 
a modular design to allow for the addition of future protocol 
extensions such as additional security models or additional 
transports. The architecture defines several subsystems and 
interfaces between these subsystems that should remain unchanged 
when subsystems are extended. The goal was to reduce side effects 
that can occur without such an architectural framework when the 
protocol is extended.
According to the SNMP architecture, an SNMP engine consists of 
a message processing subsystem, a security subsystem, an access 
control subsystem, a transport subsystem and a dispatcher (fig. 
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1). Each subsystem (except the dispatcher) can contain multiple 
concrete models that implement the services provided by that 
subsystem. The interfaces between subsystems are defined as 
Abstract Service Interfaces (ASIs). The dispatcher is a special 
component organizing the data flow from the underlying transports 
through the SNMP engine up to the SNMP applications and back 
to the network. The dispatcher is a singleton and therefore a fixed 
part of the architecture.
Most existing SNMPv3 implementations support three message 
processing models for SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 and 
two security models, namely the User-based Security Model 
(USM) [2] (used by the SNMPv3 message processing model) 
and the Community-based Security Model (CSM) [9] (used by 
the SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c message processing models). There 
is only a single View-based Access Control Model (VACM) so 
far. In SNMPv1, SNMPv2c and SNMPv3/USM, security services 
(authentication, data integrity checking, encryption) are provided 
by the security subsystem, which is called from the message 
processing subsystem. This approach is called message-based 
security since all security processing happens on a per SNMP 
message basis. In particular, there is no notion of a security session 
and hence there is also no notion of session keys or session state. 
The transport subsystem [8], which has been recently defined 
by the ISMS working group of the IETF and was not part of the 
original SNMP architecture, permits multiple transport protocols 
to be “plugged into” an SNMP engine. The transport protocols are 
represented by so called transport models and they may provide 
security services. The SNMP architecture was not designed with 
session based security in mind. As a consequence, the original 
ASIs between the subsystems do not pass all the necessary security 
information to all subsystems. In order to minimize the changes to 
the original architecture, a new Transport Security Model (TSM) 
[11] for the security subsystem was introduced[a].
We discussed on the message based security which is the 
combinations of Community-based Security Model and User-
based Security Model[a].we observed the session based security 
of Transport security model, SSH transport model , TLS Transport 
Model (for TLS and DTLS)[a].
We investigated the performance of SNMP over SSH. The 
performance figures reported in [21] were based on running 
SNMPv2c over SSH since the TSM for SNMPv3 was not fully 
developed at that time. Furthermore, [21] focuses on SNMP over 
SSH only while this paper also covers SNMP over  TLS and 
DTLS.
An early implementation of SNMP over TLS has been analyzed 
in [22]. Although the authors used a very different setup in terms 
of the involved computer hardware and the choice of encryption 
algorithms, their results of the comparison of SNMPv3/USM 
with SNMPv2/TLS are similar to our findings. The authors of 
[22] also observed that SNMP over TLS is more efficient in terms 
of latency than SNMPv3/USM for longer sessions. However, 
the authors of [22] did not investigate the impact of the TLS 
session resumption mechanism nor did they consider other secure 
transport protocols.
Furthermore, the architectural questions how secure transports 
fit into the SNMP architecture were not considered in [22]. 
These architectural questions have meanwhile been addressed 
by the IETF as described in [8, 11]. The work reported in [23] 
compares the costs of using SNMPv3/USM with different security 
levels relative to SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c. While some of the 
measurements reported in this paper are comparable with results 
reported in [23].

The authors of [24] experimented with running SNMPv2c over 
IPsec [25]. IPsec implements security services at the network layer 
and as such IPsec can not provide true end-to-end security. Still, the 
authors claim that the gradual deployment in operational networks 
is simplified by using IPsec and that key management is simplified 
by using IPsec automatic keying mechanisms. The performance 
analysis in [24] focuses on bandwidth and processing overhead for 
simple interactions; no results concerning latencies are provided. 
The authors of [24] found that SNMPv2c over IPsec is more 
efficient than SNMPv3/USM, especially for small messages.
There are several studies comparing the performance of SNMP 
with other protocols such as CORBA or Web Services [26–31]. 
In these studies, the impact of security protocols on the overall 
performance is often neglected or simplifying assumptions are 
made. Our work has shown that session establishment overhead, 
the availability of session resumption mechanisms, the usage of 
bulk data transfer options, or the choice of the retransmission 
strategy and associated parameters can have significant impact 
on the overall performance and this might need to be considered 
in future studies.

III. Proposed Model
Most of the development time was spend on optimizing the 
performance of the implementation since the overall latency 
initially was surprisingly high. In order to optimize the performance 
of the SSH transport model, we investigated the error fixes over 
the SNMP following the  influence of TCP’s Nagle algorithm as 
well as the windowing mechanism of the SSH protocol.
A common way of characterizing network management functions 
is FCAPS—Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and 
Security.
Functions that are performed as part of network management 
accordingly include controlling, planning, allocating, deploying, 
coordinating, and monitoring the resources of a network, 
network planning, frequency allocation, predetermined traffic 
routing to support load balancing, cryptographic key distribution 
authorization, configuration management, fault management, 
security management, performance management, bandwidth 
management, Route analytics and accounting management.
Data for network management is collected through several 
mechanisms, including agents installed on infrastructure, synthetic 
monitoring that simulates transactions, logs of activity, sniffers 
and real user monitoring. In the past network management mainly 
consisted of monitoring whether devices were up or down; today 
performance management has become a crucial part of the IT 
team’s role which brings about a host of challenges—especially 
for global organizations.
By considering the close observations of the previous approaches 
TCP Nagle Interactions, SSH Window Adjustments, DTLS 
Retransmission Timers, Net-SNMP Limitations we  introduced the 
new utility called Error Management Utility( EMU) which works 
for the error fixing during the work session described below.

A. Error Management Utility (EMU)
Error Management Utility( EMU) is a addin or added feature 
utility used  in the  Network Management System (NMS) is a 
component of  An SNMP-managed network  which executes 
applications that monitor and control managed devices. NMSs 
provide the bulk of the processing and memory resources required 
for network management. One or more NMSs may exist on any 
managed network; by using the  proposed predefined solution 
options executed automatically to uninterrupted the work .these 
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predefined set options fixes the errors and optimizes the SNMPS 
during the work session .These error fixes are maintained by Error 
Fix Resource Base (EFRB) based on the below SNMP PDUs and 
seven SNMP Protocol Data Units (PDUs). The proposed feature 
enhances the SNMPs work nature by reducing the work burden 
to the support team of the organizations.
The proposed method completely focus on the system work 
session, when ever interruptions occurred during the session 
the system automatically fixes the problems by invoking the 
predefined solution. The error which exceeds the predefined 
fixes, escalated to the support team for further investigation. so, 
the system automatically troubleshoots and  fixes the bugs up 
to certain level without user intervention. Hence the EM Utility 
enhances and optimizes the SNMPs.
Seven SNMP protocol data units (PDUs) are as follows:

GetRequest1. 
SetRequest2. 
GetNextRequest   3. 
GetBulkRequest4. 
Response5. 
Trap 6. 
InformRequest7. 

All SNMP PDUs are constructed as follows:

|IP header|  |UDP header| |version Community|
|PDU-type| |request-id| |error-status| |error-index|
|error-status| |error-index|
variable bindings

IV. Experments
The experiments described below were performed on three 
Debian GNU/Linux machines (see Table I). The machines were 
connected via a switched Gigabit Ethernet with sufficient capacity 
to guarantee zero packet loss and the absence of any delays in 
the network.
We follow the previous experiments as For the measurements 
without packet loss, the SNMP command responder (agents) 
were running on meat and turtle and veggie was acting as a 
command generator (manager).Under the condition of packet 
loss, the command responder (agent) was running on turtle while 
the command generator (manager) was running on veggie. For 
the SNMP/USM measurements, we used the authPriv security 
level with HMAC-MD5 as the authentication algorithm and 
AES-128 as the encryption algorithm. The libssh and openssl 
libraries were configured to use the HMAC-MD5 authentication 
algorithm and the AES-128 algorithm for encryption and null 
compression. For all public key operations, we used the RSA 
algorithm with a key size of 1024 bits. The snmpget, snmpwalk 
and snmpbulkwalk programs of the Net-SNMP package were 
instrumented to measure the latency by calling gettimeofday() 
before opening an SNMP session (but after parsing of MIB files) 
and after closing the session. Each experiment was repeated 100 
times and we recorded the average value as well as the maximum 
and minimum values of the test runs. The standard output was 
directed to /dev/null during our measurements and an initial 
run that was not counted was used to eliminate SNMP library 
initialization times. The tcpdump tool was used to capture packet 
traces and to calculate the number of bytes exchanged. The pmap 
tool was used to measure the memory sizes of the processes. 
Packet loss was simulated by using the netem network emulation 
queuing discipline of the Linux kernel on veggie and turtle. The 
Object Identifier (OID) used for snmpwalk and snmpbulkwalk 

measurements was the interface table ifTable [18]. The object 
identifier used for snmpget measurements was the scalar sysDescr 
[19]. The number of rows in the ifTable was manipulated by 
creating virtual LAN (VLAN) interfaces.

A. Performance Evaluation
We start our performance evaluation by looking at the session 
establishment performance, we look at the latency and bandwidth 
consumption without packet loss, analyze briefly, the impact of 
packet loss, and the impact of bulk data retrieval. By considering 
the above performances the proposed method reduces an error 
occur out put process and enhances SNMPs by comparing in 
different sessions.

V. Conclusion
We started our investigation with the question whether SSH is 
a viable choice to secure SNMP. Obviously, TLS and DTLS are 
clear competitors of SSH if one likes to use widely deployed 
secure transport protocols for securing SNMP instead of deploying 
the SNMP specific USM solution. By prototyping all possible 
options and doing an extensive set of measurements, we found 
the following[a]. We believe that SSH, TLS, and DTLS are all 
three viable alternatives to USM for securing SNMP. However, 
there are some notable differences. The SNMPv3/TSM/TLS 
transport assumes a working X.509 public key infrastructure. 
The TLS session resumption mechanism has been found to be 
effective for dealing with the overhead introduced by short-lived 
TLS/TCP connections. TLS also supports pre-shared keys. While 
the TLS handshake procedure is highly efficient compared to 
SSH, we found that the message encoding of TLS is slightly less 
efficient compared to SSH. The SNMPv3/TSM/DTLS transport 
shares most of the benefits and drawbacks of the SNMPv3/TSM/
TLS transport. The traditional SNMPv3/USM/UDP transport has 
almost no startup overhead and thus works efficiently if SNMP 
interactions are sporadic. By using UDP, applications have 
complete control over the retransmission behavior. Compared 
to the other alternatives, SNMPv3/USM/UDP has the smallest 
memory footprint. However, for larger data transfers, SNMPv3/
USM/UDP suffers from the overhead of the message based security 
protocol and larger message sizes may cause fragmentation at 
the IP layer. The USM also requires a separate user and key 
management solution and does not integrate with AAA systems. 
We therefore conclude that SNMPv3/USM/UDP is a good choice 
for deployments where the volume of data retrieved/manipulated 
via SNMP is relatively small, where applications benefit from an 
applications layer retransmission algorithms and where the churn 
of users requiring SNMP access is limited. By observing and 
understanding the above, we are newly adopted the SNMPS with 
an utility called Error Management Utility( EMU) which works on 
the error rectification to increase the optimization of SNMPS.
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